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Abstract- Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) being an emerging
technology has in recent years received research focus.
Considered to be the next step in the evolution of wireless
networks, WMNs promises greater flexibility, reliability and
performance. In wireless mesh networks, there are multiple
potential paths exist between any pair of mesh stations; as each
route uses a different set of links with varying link quality, these
routes may have different throughputs. Routing protocol selects
the route with the best possible throughput. Routing metrics used
by routing protocols decides which route to use between pair of
nodes. A routing metric is a transaction that provides a number
assigned to each route then the routing protocol selects the route
with the best one. Our prime concern to design routing metric
referred RETT: Revised Expected Transmission Time. Our
proposed metric can be able to estimate the end-to-end delay
experienced by packet for the available paths to enable the
routing protocol to select the best path. RETT considers the link
rate, number of retransmissions, control overhead, etc. We
consider the control overhead of sending a data packet that
includes the time to send a RTS, CTS, DIFS, SIFS. So, the
metric show the exact transmission time of a packet from one
node to another. It modified the ETT routing metric and
represents a new way to calculate expected transmission time.
Index Terms- Wireless Mesh Network Routing, WMN Routing
Metric, Best Path Selection in WMNs, Wireless Routing
Strategy.

afforded by applying traditional networking technology owing to
two points: bandwidth and construction cost. In the bandwidth
side, the bandwidth of 2.5G GPRS cellular network is up to 48
kbps, and even 3G cellular network provides data rates at 384
kbps. In fact, this speed is only enough for the web browsing and
emailing applications, but not adequate to support neither high
quality video streaming nor Internet gaming. It is worth
indicating that only the cable broadband such as DSL and Wi-Fi
can offer high speed Internet access. On the other hand, as for the
construction cost, it is needed to set up base stations for cellular
networks (2G, 2.5G, 3G and for 4G) which are costly. In
addition, the installation of the cable broadband is also
expensive. Therefore, Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [3] is
an ideal candidate to construct scalable high-bandwidth
broadband network with low deployment cost. Thus, the main
focus of this study is on the WMN technology in order to
investigate community mesh networks. WMNs have shown a
great potential locally and globally to deploy wireless networks.
Due to its high quality and cost effective performance, WMN has
been attractive to different Internet service providers, aiming to
fill the UK’s broadband black spots. For instance, in Scotland,
Speed net Scotland [4] uses a mesh network to provide wireless
broadband access to the area surrounding Troon, Ayreshire,
where many telephone exchanges were unable to support
broadband until recent time. Locust World [5] is a pioneer within
this growing market, offering a range of broadband access
services to business and residential customers in different areas
in the UK and worldwide.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ommunication traffic over wireless devices has been
increasing enormously, handling a wide range of collective
communication based applications. The Internet, in future world,
be everywhere, and will be a vastly deeper and more powerful
environment than we know today. The information society will
be a networked society, with individuals and enterprises always
linked locally and to the Internet. Even today, the Internet has a
significant influence as a requisite part in individuals’ life. Many
Internet access devices are used nowadays, including portable
devices such as mobile phone, PDA, laptop PC, PlayStation
Portable [1], etc. and non-portable devices such as desktop PC,
PlayStation 3 [2], and digital TV etc. At the service provider
side, they try to offer services within different features, from
webpage browsing to video browsing in wide areas in order to
meet various demands. However, such services cannot be

II. WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) being an emerging
technology has in recent years received research focus.
Considered to be the next step in the evolution of wireless
networks, WMNs promises greater flexibility, reliability and
performance. A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a
communications network made up of radio nodes organized in a
mesh topology. Wireless mesh networks often consist of mesh
clients, mesh routers and gateways. The mesh clients are often
laptops, cell phones and other wireless devices while the mesh
routers forward traffic to and from the gateways which may but
need not connect to the Internet. When one node can no longer
operate, the rest of the nodes can still communicate with each
other, directly or through one or more intermediate nodes.
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Fig-1: A typical Wireless Mesh Network
WMN architecture employs multi-hop communication
among network nodes, i.e., mesh nodes and mesh clients, to
forward packets from source to destination through intermediate
nodes which not only boost the signal, but cooperatively make
forwarding decisions based on their knowledge of the network.
The peculiar characteristics of dynamic self-organization, auto
configuration and self-healing in WMNs offer many benefits
such as low upfront investment, increased reliability and
scalability. The wireless routers in WMNs have minimal or no
mobility and form the backbone for mesh clients. They contain
additional routing functions to support mesh networking other
than the routing capability for gateway/bridge functions as in the
conventional wireless routers. To further improve the flexibility
of mesh networking, a mesh router is usually equipped with

multiple wireless interfaces built on the same or different
wireless access technologies. However, mesh and conventional
wireless routers are usually built based on a similar hardware
platform. Although mesh clients can also work as routers for
mesh networking, they can be much simpler in the hardware
platform and software.
This simplicity can be reflected: in the communication
protocol which can be light-weighted, the inexistence of gateway
or bridge functions, availability of only a single wireless interface, etc. So conventional nodes, such as, desktop, laptops,
PDAs, pocket PCs, phones, etc, equipped with wireless network
interface cards(NICs) can connect directly to wire-less mesh
routers, otherwise, customers without wireless NICs can also be
always-on-line anywhere anytime by connecting the wireless
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mesh routers through Ethernet for example. The integration of
WMNs with other already existing wireless networks such as
wireless sensor, wireless-fidelity (Wi-Fi), cellular, worldwide
inter-operability for microwaves access (WiMAX) and media
networks is enabled by the gateway/bridge functionalities in the
mesh routers.
Most application scenarios of WMNs are broadband
services with various QoS requirements. Other applications
include community and neighborhood net-works, enterprise
networking, building automation, etc. Since a WMN is
dynamically self-organized, self-configured and provides selfhealing, i.e., every node has a link to every other node,
alternative links can be used in case of a node failure or traffic
congestion in a direction. The network can be deployed
incrementally one node at a time as need be. Increase in new
installed nodes increases accordingly the reliability and
connectivity for the users. But despite the admirable present day
achievements in the area of WMNs, considerable research efforts
are still required.
In this regard, we focus in the network layer, more
specifically in routing, wherein considerable research has been
going on in recent years. The performance of the WMN routing
protocol relies on the routing metrics to perform efficient routing
decisions. The performance routing metrics must capture critical
design features such as end-to-end delay, throughput, bandwidth,
etc. The research target in this thesis is to increase the overall
network throughput (i.e., the amount of data received by the
destinations in unit time) of IEEE 802.11 based WMNs. To
develop the overall network performance, we propose for high
throughput path selection routing metric.

III. MAZOR CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATION
There are lots of challenging issues in the area of IEEE
802.11s wireless mesh networks, such as medium access control
(MAC), routing metric design, topology control, mesh security,
mesh connectivity control, congestion control etc. [7]. In a
WMN, as the wireless medium is shared among neighboring
mesh node and data frames need to be transferred over multi-hop
wireless paths; the wireless mesh networks act as wireless
infrastructure or backbone network and therefore, volume of
traffic in a WMN is much high. With multiple channels, each
radio interface on adjacent links can be assigned a different
channel such that the interference among links can be eliminated
and the network capacity can be improved. In general with
proper design, leveraging multiple links has several benefits,
including increasing system throughput, decreasing end-to-end
delay, achieving better load balancing and preventing the
starvation problem in single channel WMNs.
WMNs exhibit a topology that does not have a device
dedicated for central coordination which can guarantee QoS. On
the other hand, WMNs are expected to provide quality-of-service
(QoS) to meet the increasing demands of multimedia applications
(such as VOIP, video). In wireless mesh networks, there are
multiple potential paths exist between any pair of mesh stations;
as each route uses a different set of links with varying link
quality, these routes may have different throughputs. Routing
protocol selects the route with the best possible throughput.
Routing metrics used by routing protocols decides which route to
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use between pair of nodes. A routing metric is a transaction that
provides a number assigned to each route then the routing
protocol selects the route with the best one. Designing a routing
metric for WMNs requires consideration of the unique
architecture and the associated wireless networking environment
of WMNs. Therefore, we need to consider other factors such as
data rate, transmission time of the contending nodes, packet size,
control overhead etc., while designing a routing metric. All these
requirements make the design of a routing metric a challenging
issue. Therefore, our second challenge in this context is to design
a routing metric to select a path the path where a packet
experiences minimum end-to-end transmission delay among the
available paths for a specific link.

IV. ROUTING METRRICS FOR WMNS
Routing in multi-rate multi-hop wireless networks has been
an active area of research for many years. Efficient data transfers
over multi-hop networks require an appropriate routing metric
that is critical in selecting a path with the highest achievable
throughput. The design of such a routing metric is much more
difficult on wireless networks than on wired networks, due to the
conflicting and dynamic characteristics of multi-hop wireless
network with shared unreliable links. Currently, various routing
metrics have been proposed.
Shortest Path Metric
The shortest path metric is one of the most popular routing
metrics in multi-hop networks. Many multi-hop routing protocols
select paths based on this lowest hop count metric [8] [9] [10].
The primary strengths of this metric reside in its simplicity and
low computing overhead. However, it has been shown that a path
based on minimal hop count does not necessarily yield a high
throughput performance [11]. The shortest path metric selects the
path with the smallest hop count, but that may suffer from higher
loss rate (as shown in Section I). A wireless link with higher loss
rate requires on average more transmissions for one successful
packet delivery, and hence leads to lower throughput. Therefore,
considering the link quality is important to design a good routing
metric in wireless networks.
Drawbacks of Shortest Path Metric
The shortest path metric, which is used to find routes by
most multi-hop routing protocols, has been proved to be flawed.
It tends to choose paths with more physically distant nodes that
result in higher loss rates. As shown in Figure 1, the path A − D
− E has only two hops, but the distance is longer between nodes
A, D and E than for the three hop path A −reliable, the
throughput with path A − B − C − E may be higher than with
path A−D−E. This simple example shows that it is crucial to
consider the quality of each wireless link when designing a
routing metric.

Fig-2: Simple example of Shortest Path Metric
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Hop count (HC)
Hop count is the simplest of routing metrics, because it only
needs to know if a link exists or not. However, because of this
feature, the hop count cannot provide helpful information about a
link, such as packet loss, link quality, etc.
Thus, routing protocols based on hop-count only consider
one performance parameter, i.e., the minimum hop count of each
routing path. In very few cases the minimum hop-count is a
reasonable metric to find a good routing path. However, in most
cases the minimum hop-count is not enough for a routing
protocol to achieve a good performance. Nevertheless, the hopcount is used in some existing routing protocols for WMNs,
mainly because of its simplicity. In some application scenarios, if
reachability instead of optimized performance is the main
concern, the hop-count is a useful routing metric.
Drawbacks of HC
The Hop count routing metric fails to account for the
specifics of wireless environments (links may have different
transmission rates, loss ratios, etc.) and it doesn’t consider the
congestion level resulting from the shared use of the transmission
medium. Many
prior researches [12-16] have recognized the shortcomings of
shortest path-routing in multi-hop wireless networks. Hop count
tends to select long distance links with low quality, which
typically already operate at the lowest possible rate, due the link
layers auto rate mechanism. This can lead the hop count metric to
choose paths with low throughput and cause poor medium
utilization, as slower links will take more time to send packets.
Expected Transmission Count (ETX)
The Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric was
introduced by De Couto et al. ETX is the number of expected
transmissions for a successful transmission over a hop. ETX is
derived from the measured hop packet loss rate. The quality of a
path is characterized by the sum of ETX’s.

P

P

Let, f and r be the hop forward and reverse direction
loss rates respectively. The probability of unsuccessful delivery

P

P

rate P for this link is: P =1 − (1 − f ) × (1 − r )
Thus the expected number of transmissions of a packet on
this hop is: ETX = 1/1-p
The weight of a path with n links is the sum of all link’s
n

 ETX

i

ETX is: ETX = i 1
ETX captures the effect of both the path length and each
link’s loss rate. Draves et al. reported that the ETX metric
performs better than the shortest path and RTT metrics.
Drawback of ETX
The weakness of ETX is that ETX ignores that links may
have very different data transmission rates in multi-rate radio
networks. Since ETX is measured using periodic broadcast
packets which are sent at a very slow interval (usually1 sec), they
do not reflect how busy a link is. ETX might vary when there is
very high load due to 802.11 MAC unfair-nesses [17] or when
there is loss of the broadcast packets due to collision with
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packets from hidden terminals. However, whether sender of the
ETX broadcast packet can hear (or sense) the neighboring
transmissions, collision does not happen and ETX is not affected.
Thus, ETX does not capture the interference experienced by the
links completely. ETX was designed for net-works using a single
channel, so it cannot exploit the presence of multiple channels
and ﬁnd paths that have better channel diversity.
Expected Transmission Time (ETT)
Modern wireless radios utilize multiple data transmission in
order to accommodate variable channel conditions. This multirate strategy has been shown to greatly improve wireless multihop networks performance [18]. Currently, the IEEE802.11g [19]
standard offers data rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36,48 and 54 Mbps
while the earlier IEEE 802.11b [20] standard supports 1, 2 , 5.5
and 11Mbps data rates. Thus, a wide range of data transmission
rates may exist simultaneously within one single network
scenario.
In a heterogeneous data rate network, the ETX metric does
not accurately capture link quality of a path. Draves et al.
addressed this problem and improved the ETX metric into the
Expected Transmission Time (ETT) metric [13] by considering
the data rate. ETT depends on the packet size S, the data rate B,
and the loss rate. It is the expected time required for one
successful data packet delivery. Let S be the packet size, B the
data rate, and ETX the expected transmission count on a given
hop, ETT is deﬁned as:

ETX i 

S
Bi

ETTi =
th
B
Where, i is the data rate of the i link.
Drawbacks of ETT
Though, ETT has been considered as the most widely used
metric for routing in WMN, it still has some limitations, which
do not allow ETT to always select high throughput paths. ETT do
not consider the presence of multiple channels and therefore, ﬁnd
paths with less channel diversity. Also ETT characterizes the
expected transmission time in the absence of interference in the
network.

V. PROPOSED METRICS
In wireless mesh networks (WMNs) route selection is an
important issue due to existing lot of wireless path among the
nodes. Designing of a routing metric is very important issue in
the telecommunication era. In congestion and for dynamic
network topology route selecting issue is the most measure issue.
For selecting efficient route for best throughput an efficient
routing metric is most important. We have tried to design a
routing metric that is the almost perfect to select a route as it
consider the very effective parameters. We consider mainly on
focusing the control overhead data rate of that link that make the
metric strategic and efficient. For performance analysis analytical
proof and explanation of the metric working process given below
with related graph and chart.
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Problem Statement and Motivation
In wireless mesh network (WMNs) transmission of packet
efficiently from one node to another is an important issue. There
may be lot of links for a source to send a packet to destination.
The end to end delay of packet transmission is different due to
shared nature of wireless link. To choice a link for sending a
packet is depends upon the less time taken by to transmit the
packet to the destination. Our goal is to design a routing metric
that will be able to estimate the end-to-end delay experienced by
packet for the available paths to enable the routing protocol to
select the best path. If all the packets can be delivered within
minimum delays, the overall network throughput will be
increased. In the following we discuss the issues that are related
to a packet forwarding from a node to another node.
Transmission Rate
In telecommunications, effective transmission rate (average
rate of transmission, effective speed of transmission) is the rate at
which information is processed by a transmission facility. The
effective transmission rate is calculated as (a) the measured
number of units of data, such as bits, characters, blocks,
or frames, transmitted during a significant measurement time interval divided by (b) the measurement time interval.
The effective transmission rate is usually expressed as a number
of units of data per unit time, such as bits per
second or characters per second.

5

Link Rate and Number of Retransmissions
We consider the link rate of a link to count the Advanced
Expected
Transmission Time
(AETT). Number
of
retransmissions of a packet to make the attempt successful is one
kind of issue that is fully determined by the matric Expected
Transmission Count (ETX). Basically link rate of network
control the network throughput. Data rate of a link is always
different than that of the basic rate of the link. So, there is a vast
variation with the data rate of the link to the basic rate of the link.
Both of them depends upon the link rate, and link rate is relates
the number of retransmissions for successful attempts. Modern
wireless radios utilize multiple data transmission in order to
accommodate variable channel conditions. This multi-rate
strategy has been shown to greatly improve wireless multi-hop
networks performance [7]. Currently, the IEEE 802.11g standard
offers data rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36,48 and 54 Mbps while the
earlier IEEE 802.11b standard supports 1, 2 , 5.5 and 11Mbps
data rates. Thus, a wide range of data transmission rates may
exist simultaneously within one single network scenario.
A
5.5

ps

bp

Success Rate
Success rate is the rate of successful transmission of packet.
If the transmission attempt for successful transmission is high
then it is considered as poor success rate. When a sender received
an acknowledgement of a message from the destination then it is
said that the transmission attempt is successful. Success rate
depends upon network congestion, and success rate affects the
total network throughput. So, for best performance and for higher
throughput the success rate is an important issue.
Considering Issues
To design an efficient routing metric in wireless mesh
networks (WMNs) there are lot of issues considered by lot of
articulate, but we tried to consider more and much imported and
impacted issues. We also tried to design the metric contributing
the better decision from these issues.
The issues we consider to design and analyze the metric are
as follows.
- Link rate and number of retransmissions
- Control overhead

bp

s

D

s

B

Size of the Packet
Size of the packet is most important issue in wireless mesh
networks (WMNs). If the size of the packet is larger, the impact
of control overhead: RTS, CTS, ACK is such that the throughput
is better than that of being the packet size smaller. Again, being
the packet size very much larger packet loss ratio is high, so
there should be a standard size for packet that is for higher
throughput and also less packet loss ratio.

5.5
M

11Mbps

S

2M

Mb

2M

bp

s

Fig-3: WMNs with various link rate
In the above network S, D are the source and destination
node. A, B are the intermediary nodes there are paths of different
data rate. For the better data rate the number of retransmission is
lower, but for the lower data rate link the number of
retransmission is higher.
Control Overhead
In wireless mesh network (WMNs) for sending data there is
an data channel and for sending control information there is a
control channel. All the metric always considers various issues
such as link rate, transmission delay, number of retransmission,
number of interfering nodes, MAC delay but never consider the
control channel rate i.e. basic rate for control information. This
control channel rate makes delay that is called control overhead
delay time for control overhead may have great impact to the
network throughput. When source send a packet data to a
destination, it exchanges control messages are RTS, CTS, ACK
and SIFS, DIFS etc. This Control Over head time will be must
delayed to get the channel for sending data. So, if we don’t
consider this issue there will be big wrong measurement to the
counting the transmission time. The following figure represents
the control overhead delay slot for exchanging control
information.
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The ETT metric for a path is the sum of all links ETT over
the path. The ETT metric uses equation (ii) considering loss rate,
packet size and data transmission rate. But ETT does not
consider the transmission time which is not only the transmission
rate and lose rate but also the control frames which are sent at
basic data rate of 1 Mbps such as RTS, CTS, DIFS, SIFS and
ACK of IEEE802.11 networks. This paper assumes a full control
packet exchange before a data packet transmission. Thus the
overhead of sending a data packet includes the time to send a
RTS, CTS, DIFS, SIFS and ACK.

DIFS
Transmitter

RTS

Data
SIFS

SIFS
SIFS
Receiver

CTS

ACK

SIFS=Short IFS
DIFS=Distributed IFS
RTS=Request to send
CTS=Clear to send
ACK=Acknowledgement

Fig-4: Exchange of control frame between sender and
receiver

RETT  ETX  (

The exchanging of control frames is major issue and it have
huge impact on routing in wireless networking. According to the
above figure we can calculate it and have the impact of it in route
selecting through our proposed metric.
Revised Expected Transmission Time (RETT)
For wireless mesh network there are a lot of metric for
routing a packet, each of these consider various issues. We also
tried to consider those issues for efficient routing a packet from
source node to destination. Finally we have designed a metric for
wireless mesh networks (WMNs) as stated below.
Our proposed metric is:

S C
RETT  ETX  (  o )          (i)
B Bbr
Where,
ETX = Expected Transmission Count; S = Data packet size;
= Control overhead

Co

Bbr

B = Bandwidth data rate of the link;
= Basic rate, i.e. data
rate for control message
In our metric Revised Expected Transmission Time
(RETT), we consider the impact of control overhead that is the
delay of a packet only to be transmitted. To calculate control
overhead, we consider Expected Transmission Count (ETX),
packet size, basic rate, bandwidth of the link. Impact of Control
Overhead on the total network throughput is very much high.
Revised Transmission Time (RETT) metric is designed to
take into account the Control Overhead with packet size and
bandwidth. In the time of computing the RETT that is
composition Number of retransmission, bandwidth packet size.
Expected Transmission Time (ETT) depends on packet size, the
data rate and the loss rate. It is the expected time required for on
successful data packet delivery.
Let,
S = Packet size; B = Data rate or bandwidth of the link and
ETX = Expected transmission count on a given hop
ETT is defined as:

S
ETT  ETX           (ii )
B

6

S Co

)          (iii )
B Bbr

The considering control frame size is constant but the
impact of control overhead in transmission time is depends on
different transmission rate. The basic rate of control overhead is
1 Mbps and control overhead is 48B. Consideration of control
overhead in Revised Transmission Time (RETT) calculates exact
delay that protects deviation between expected throughput and
practical throughput.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The Revised Expected Transmission Time (RETT) metric is
designed to take into account the Control Overhead with packet
size and bandwidth when computing Revised Expected
Transmission Time (RETT). The proposed metric that affects the
performance of itself in routing can be as the impact of control
overhead on the network throughput.
Impact of Control Overhead
Expected Transmission Time (ETT) depends on packet size,
the data rate and the loss rate. It is the expected time required for
on successful data packet delivery.
Let,
S = Packet size; B = Data rate or bandwidth of the link and
ETX = Expected transmission count on a given hop
ETT is defined as:

ETT  ETX 

S
B

The ETT metric for a path is the sum of all links ETT over
the path. The ETT metric uses equation 4(iii) considering loss
rate, packet size and data transmission rate. The transmission
delay not only considers loss rate, packet size, data transmission
rate but also the control frames which are sent at basic rate. This
paper assumes a full control packet exchange before a data
packet transmission. Thus the overhead of sending a data packet
includes the time to send a RTS, CTS, DIFS, SIFS and ACK.
Now,

RETT  ETX  (

S Co

)
B Bbr

Hence, the considering control frame size is constant but the
impact of control overhead in transmission time is depends on
www.ijsrp.org
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different transmission rate of data packet. The IEEE802.11g
standard offers Data rate of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 54Mbps.
6Mbps is the basic rate for transmission of control frame where
the control overhead is 48B. Consideration of control overhead in
the transmission delay calculates exact delay that protects
deviation between expected throughput and practical throughput.
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As the packet size increase the impact of constant control
overhead on transmission time is decreases.

We can calculate the time need to transmit the control
frames and time need to transmit the data frame.
Time

need

to

transmit

the

control

48  8byte
6  1024  1024byte / sec = 61.033 µs

overhead

=

For the data packet size =256KB, according to the
IEEE802.11g standard data rate 54Mbps we have following
Time

need

to

transmit

256  8byte
54  1024  1024byte / sec =36.17 µs

data

packet

=

Now,
The total time required to transmit a packet = 61.03 µs+
36.17 µs =97.20 µs

Fig-5: Impact of control overhead over packet size
In the following figure 4.10 shown that time need to send
control overhead is constant and the time to send packet data is
varying with respect to data packet size. We see that when the
packet data size is near about to the control frame size the time
needed to transmit data and time needed to transmit the control
overhead is almost same. Being the high variation between data
packet and the control data the time variation between control
overhead and data is high.

The earlier IEEE 802.11b standard supports 1, 2, 5.5 and
11Mbps data rates to which we can have the accounts of impact
of control overhead.
Time

need

to

transmit

the

48  8byte
1  1024  1024byte / sec = 366.20 µs

control

overhead

=

For the data packet size =256B, according to the
IEEE802.11g standard data rate 11Mbps we have following
Time
need
to
transmit
data
packet
=

256  8byte
11  1024  1024byte / sec =17.26 µs

Now,
The total time required to transmit a packet = 366.20 µs+
17.26 µs =383.46µs
On the change in packet size and data rate there is change in
the impact of control overhead on the data volume.
Graphical Analysis
Impact of Control Overhead
When a node transmits a data packet, it transmits also
control frames that affect the data packet transmission time.
Control packet sent at the basic rate of the link and the time need
to send control overhead is constant. The following figure 4.9
represents the impact of control overhead over data packet size.

Fig-6: Transmission timed for control overhead and data
packet
Computing Revised Expected Transmission Time
In the routing metric Expected Transmission Time (ETT)
control overhead is not considered that makes the metric time
estimation is different than that of exact transmission time. In our
proposed metric Revised Expected Transmission Time (AETT)
control overhead is considered with data packet transmission
time that represents exact Transmission time. The following fig-7
and fig-8 represents the transmission delay by ETT and our
proposed metric RETT respect to two aspects i.e. dynamic in
data packet size and link rate.
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Fig-7: Exact transmission time on the basis of data packet
size

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Due to its promising technology, WMN has recently
attracted much attention. It is becoming a major avenue for the
next generation wireless network. For wireless mesh networks, it
is a big challenge to make an efficient and fluent communication
and routing metric is one of the hot research topics to ensure this.
So, we have done our research in routing metric for wireless
mesh networks to provide high through and efficient
communication. The main concern of this thesis is to improve the
network throughput for wireless mesh networks (WMN). The
current IEEE 802.11s standard provides a complete layer-2
solution for WMNs where along with network discovery,
interworking and security both channel access and path selection
procedures are performed in the same layer.In this proposal we
have introduced a new routing metric the RETT: Revised
Expected Transmission Time, which selects the path with highest
throughput. This paper shows with analysis how other factors
such as control overhead (CO), a full control packet exchange
before a data packet transmission; effective to select best
throughput path. The effect of adding control overhead with the
packet size will highly effective when the network size increases.
The RETT metric is the précis of transmission delay; channel
control overhead. Also, it has been demonstrated that the
proposed metric is shown more accurate transmission time
considering some necessary factors which are avoided in some
existing routing protocols. Routing metric in wireless and mesh
network system is a hot contemporary topic; we believe that our
work can provide major contributions in analysis of future
wireless mesh networks as well as real world practice in industry.
We are in process to work on this topic in future considering the
interference intensity of contending nodes.
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